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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good morning, everyone. I am Yiqi Zhang, from Hong Kong University of Science and Technology. It’s my great honor to be here to give the presentation and share you my research on generating marine emission inventory. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The presentation will be delivered into four parts. First is some background information of marine emission in Hong Kong. Then I will introduce the development of marine emission control policy in Hong Kong. In part 3, I will show you the method of spatial temporal analysis we used in this study and its results. Finally, it’s the summary and outlook.  To begin with, we would like to ask why we need to care about the marine emission? 



What is Marine Emission?

Introduction
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To start, what is marine emission? wow… basically, the marine emission in my research refers to the air pollutants emitted from the vessels, such as the plume black smog here. It is because of the fuel combustion from engine operation of the vessel. 
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𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬 = 𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑾𝑾𝑬𝑬𝑾𝑾𝑾𝑾 𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶 × 𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬 𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑶𝑶𝑬𝑬𝑾𝑾

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For activity-based estimation of marine emission inventory, there are three key data required.  First is the Ship Activity Records which contain real-time ship activity information including location, date time and activity status such as speed. Another data we must need for estimation is the ship parameter dataset, which provide engine technical data. And the last one is the emission factors which is varied with fuel component. 



Advancement of Ship Activity Data
Automatic Information System

Introduction
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the activity data, now the automatic information system has been widely used. AIS was developed 15 years ago as an automatic tracking system used for ship safety, to avoid collision. The AIS equipment installed on the ship would have the spatial-temporal activity data of the ship, including latitude, longitude, moment, and real-time speed. All of the data are collected and stored in the database.  Since 2004, the international marine organization requires that AIS must be installed on all ships of 300 gross tonnage and upwards engaged on international voyages, cargo ships of 500 gross tonnage and upwards not engaged on international voyages and all passenger ships irrespective of size. Thus, the AIS data could provide us the ship activity data of major vessels. 



Ship Parameter Data

Introduction
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World Register of Ships Database
o global database, vessels with IMO number

 Ship Classification Societies

 Local Administration Records

 Commercial Databases

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For ship parameter data, they could be found in World register shipping database, ship classification societies that responsible for ship technical standards, local administration records. Some commercial database may provide data access to one or multiple dataset. In this research, we only purchase the World Register of Ships Database, which contain 190 thousand historical and existing ships with IMO number.  



Introduction
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Parameter Category Ship Activity Data
(AIS Database)

Ship Parameter Data
(World Register of Ships Database)

Vessel Identity
IMO Number IMO Number
MMSI MMSI
Ship Name Ship Name
Call Sign Call Sign

Vessel Type
-- Statcode5 (industry-standard ship type code)
Ship Type (AIS-based) --

Vessel Size
Length, Beam Length, Beam
-- GT, DWT, TEU

Engine-related 
Parameter

-- Engine Power, Engine Speed
-- Ship Maximum Speed
Real-time Speed --

Spatial Info Longitude, Latitude --

Temporal Info Date time --

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From here, we take a closer look at these two important databases. The table shows the available parameters in both database. Both datasets have the parameter field IMO number, MMSI, Ship Name and Call Sign, which indicate the ship identity. Yet, some AIS records do not have a complete identity information. For example, the IMO number is a invalid number. For vessel type, the category in these two datasets are using different criteria. Both have vessel size in length and beam value, but only parameter database has the size information in terms of GT, DWT, TEU; Engine information is only available in ais database. 
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Research Questions

Parameter Category Ship Activity Data
(AIS Database)

Ship Parameter Data
(World Register of Ships Database)

Vessel Identity
IMO Number IMO Number
MMSI MMSI
Ship Name Ship Name
Call Sign Call Sign

Vessel Type
-- Statcode5 (industry-standard ship type code)
Ship Type (AIS-based) --

Vessel Size
Length, Beam Length, Beam
-- GT, DWT, TEU

Engine-related 
Parameter

-- Engine Power, Engine Speed
-- Ship Maximum Speed
Real-time Speed --

Spatial Info Longitude, Latitude --

Temporal Info Date time --

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to estimate the emission, the engine-related parameters need to be linked or assigned to ship activity data. Gross Tonage, Maximum Summer Deadweight, Maximum Total Number of Containers



Research Questions

 Ship Activity Data – AIS Records

 Ship Technical Parameters
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Problem: AIS records could NOT be identified in Ship Parameter Database? 
Your available ship parameter database do not cover all the vessels with AIS 

records, such as some domestic vessels

AIS-based Estimation 

Could we estimate marine emissions from all vessels with AIS records? 

Identified by IMO number or MMSI 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
the general practice is to link the ship parameter database to ship activity database by IMO number or MMMSI,  so that the ships in AIS database will have pertinent parameter value for estimation. However, here comes to the question, what is the AIS record could not be identified in the available ship parameter database? For example, domestic vessels without IMO number. So here bring in my research question that I try to answer in this presentation: could we estimate marine emissions from all vessels with AIS records?To solve this problem, I tried to use the available ship parameter database and a whole-year global AIS records. 



Ship Parameters
• IMO
• MMSI
• Ship Name
• Call Sign
• Statcode5
• Length
• GT, DWT, TEU
• Ship Maximum Speed
• Engine Power
• Engine Speed
• Ship Construction Year

AIS Activity Data
• IMO
• MMSI
• Ship Name
• Call Sign
• AIS Ship Type
• Length
• Latitude
• Longitude
• Movement Date Time
• Speed

190,000+ Ships Parameters800+ million Activity Records

Ship
Identification

Methodology
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Identified
Ship

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is the data overview. From the AIS real-time system, we have over 800 million rows of vessel activity records. To calculate the emission, we need the technical parameters of the vessels, such as the engine power, maximum speed, etc, which are not included in the AIS activity data. Therefore we acquire another database of ship parameters. This database is developed by IHSF, the organization that manage the world registration information of vessel for international navigation. In this database, we could get the ship technical data, such as engine power. Both AIS activity data and ship parameters have the IMO number and MMSI number of vessels which are unique to vessel and could be used for linking the database. The combination of these two database could estimate the emissions from main engine, but what about the auxiliary engines? That needs other literature reviews to get the data. And so far the available data from auxiliary engines are classified by the ship groups in the ship parameters database. One thing should pay attention is, the ship category system in this two database are different. 



Ship Parameters
• IMO
• MMSI
• Ship Name
• Call Sign
• Statcode5
• Length
• GT, DWT, TEU
• Ship Maximum Speed
• Engine Power
• Engine Speed

AIS Activity Data
• IMO
• MMSI
• Ship Name
• Call Sign
• AIS-based Ship Type
• Length
• Latitude
• Longitude
• Movement Date Time
• Speed

190,000+ Ships Parameters800+ million Activity Records

Ship
Identification

Methodology

Ship Type – Length Range 
Ship Parameters
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Group Statistics

• AIS-based Ship Type
• Length Range

• Ship Max. Speed
• Engine Power
• Engine Speed

Identified
Ship

Quantile
Median



Key Assumptions

• The AIS records of Identified Vessels could be linked to the available ship parameter

database by matching the IMO number or MMSI in both datasets

• The AIS records of Unidentified Vessels could be assigned the parameters values by

matching their AIS Ship Type and Length Range

Methodology
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How to estimate marine emission inventory? 

𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬 = 𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑾𝑾𝑬𝑬𝑾𝑾𝑾𝑾 𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶 × 𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬 𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑶𝑶𝑬𝑬𝑾𝑾

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 × 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑇𝑇𝐸𝐸𝑇𝑇𝐸𝐸

Rules & RegulationsAIS Activity 
Records

Ship Parameters 
Database

Methodology
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is the basic equation for the AIS-based estimation of marine emission inventory. The emission is the function of engine work output and the emission factors.  The calculation of engine work output require Ship Activity Records from AIS database and the engine technical data. The engine technical data include engine power, engine speed etc. The ship technical 



How to estimate marine emission inventory? 

𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬 = 𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑾𝑾𝑬𝑬𝑾𝑾𝑾𝑾 𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶 × 𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬 𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑶𝑶𝑬𝑬𝑾𝑾

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 × 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑇𝑇𝐸𝐸𝑇𝑇𝐸𝐸

Rules & RegulationsAIS Activity 
Records

Ship Parameters 
Database

Ship Type –
Length Range 

Ship Parameters 
Database

Identified
Vessels

Unidentified
Vessels

Methodology
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Results

Hong Kong

Case Study:
Pearl River Delta, China
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Results

Case Study:
Pearl River Delta, China
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Identified? Ship Category Definition Fuel (S%)

Identified Ocean-going Vessels Identified vessels that AIS Ship Type 
is NOT High Speed Craft 2.7%

Identified High Speed Craft
(Regional Ferries)

Identified vessels that AIS Ship Type 
is High Speed Craft 0.04% 

Unidentified River Vessels All unidentified vessels 0.04% 



Results
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Results
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 Ship Activity 



Results
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Source: Ship Routes of CKS, TurboJet
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Results
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Results
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Vessel Fuel (S %) SO2 (tonnes, %) PM10 (tonnes, %) NOx (tonnes, %)

OGV 2.7 61,226 98.1% 7,173 83.4% 62,648 45.3%

HSC 0.04 131 0.2% 123 1.4% 6,592 4.8%

RV 0.04 1031 1.7% 1302 15.1% 69,070 49.9%

sum -- 62,388 100% 8,598 100% 138,310 100%



Summary
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 An innovative method, based on whole-year global AIS data, is developed to estimate

emissions from all vessels with AIS-installed.

 It is necessary to estimate the emission contributions from unidentified vessels,

especially for the regions with extensive inland river network, e.g. PRD region.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
on or after 1 January 1990 but prior to 1 January 2000; on or After 1 January 2011;on or after 1 January 2016 operating in ECAs The ECAs established are: Baltic Sea area – as defined in Annex I of MARPOL (SOx only);North Sea area – as defined in Annex V of MARPOL (SOx only);North American area (entered into effect 1 August 2012) – as defined in Appendix VII of Annex VI of MARPOL (SOx, NOx and PM); andUnited States Caribbean Sea area (entered into effect 1 January 2014) – as defined in Appendix VII of Annex VI of MARPOL (SOx, NOx and PM). Most ships which operate both outside and inside these ECA will therefore operate on different fuel oils in order to comply with the respective limits.



Control Policies – Fuel Sulphur Content (%)

Introduction
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To start, what is marine emission inventory? wow… basically, the marine emission in my research refers to the air pollutants emitted from the vessels, such as the plume black smog here. It is because of the fuel combustion from engine operation of the vessel. This is for one vessel for a moment. So how about numbers of vessels, in different places in different periods, how much pollutants will be emitted from the vessel. This is the marine emission inventory. 



• IMO Number: 
o IMO number is assigned by IHS Fairplay (IHSF) to propelled, sea-going merchant ships of 100 GT and above. 
o The IMO number is an unique seven digit number. It is never reassigned to another vessel
o All OGVs of 100 GT and above MUST have IMO number
o Vessels with IMO number are not necessarily OGVs, as IHSF has extended the IMO Scheme on a voluntary basis.

• AIS Installment:
o OGVs of 300 GT and above MUST install AIS.
o Non-OGVs of 500 GT and above MUST install AIS. 
o In China, all coastal vessels and cargo/tanker ships of 500 GT and above are required to install AIS. 
o In China, most OGVs less than 300 GT and Non-OGVs less than 500 GT have installed AIS. 

Appendix
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How to estimate marine emission inventory? 

𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬 = 𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑾𝑾𝑬𝑬𝑾𝑾𝑾𝑾 𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶 × 𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬 𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑶𝑶𝑬𝑬𝑾𝑾

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 × 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑇𝑇𝐸𝐸𝑇𝑇𝐸𝐸

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 = 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝑀𝑀𝐿𝐿𝑀𝑀𝐸𝐸𝑇𝑇𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇 𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃 × (
r𝐸𝐸𝐿𝐿𝑒𝑒 − 𝐴𝐴𝐸𝐸𝑇𝑇𝐸𝐸 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐿𝐿

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆 𝑀𝑀𝐿𝐿𝑀𝑀𝐸𝐸𝑇𝑇𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐿𝐿
)3

For Main Engine:

Main Engine Auxiliary Engine Auxiliary Boiler
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Appendix

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The coming question is how to estimate the MEI? In generally, there are two approaches. One is top-down method, and the other one is bottom up method. For top-down approach, it directly use fuel consumption records to estimate the emission amount. For bottom up approach, basically, it use ship activity data to estimate the emission. We could compare in this way: for example, we want to know how many CO2 are produced by us here. One method is the estimate the total change of CO2 amount in this room as whole; the other approach is to estimate the CO2 produced by different activities of individuals here and then sum up.  In the following 20 minutes,  you are just sitting, while I am standing here and speaking, the CO2 amount we produced are different. If we have the emission factors for our activities, then we could calculate the total CO2 production. Different from top-down approach, the activity-based method enable us the know the location CO2 emission of different moments, which could provide us the spatial and temporal distributions of the emission.  This is exactly the same as the estimation for the ship emission inventory. In my research, I will use the activity-based approach to estimate the marine emission inventory.



Appendix
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Appendix
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？？

Estimated AIS records

AIS Live

World Registration of Ship
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×

×



SOx Estimates (tonnes) Original Data (A) STL Median (B) Ratio (B/A)

Unidentified Vessels 1,031 -- --

Identified Vessels 61,357 53,994 0.88
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Appendix

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The coming question is how to estimate the MEI? In generally, there are two approaches. One is top-down method, and the other one is bottom up method. For top-down approach, it directly use fuel consumption records to estimate the emission amount. For bottom up approach, basically, it use ship activity data to estimate the emission. We could compare in this way: for example, we want to know how many CO2 are produced by us here. One method is the estimate the total change of CO2 amount in this room as whole; the other approach is to estimate the CO2 produced by different activities of individuals here and then sum up.  In the following 20 minutes,  you are just sitting, while I am standing here and speaking, the CO2 amount we produced are different. If we have the emission factors for our activities, then we could calculate the total CO2 production. Different from top-down approach, the activity-based method enable us the know the location CO2 emission of different moments, which could provide us the spatial and temporal distributions of the emission.  This is exactly the same as the estimation for the ship emission inventory. In my research, I will use the activity-based approach to estimate the marine emission inventory.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The coming question is how to estimate the MEI? In generally, there are two approaches. One is top-down method, and the other one is bottom up method. For top-down approach, it directly use fuel consumption records to estimate the emission amount. For bottom up approach, basically, it use ship activity data to estimate the emission. We could compare in this way: for example, we want to know how many CO2 are produced by us here. One method is the estimate the total change of CO2 amount in this room as whole; the other approach is to estimate the CO2 produced by different activities of individuals here and then sum up.  In the following 20 minutes,  you are just sitting, while I am standing here and speaking, the CO2 amount we produced are different. If we have the emission factors for our activities, then we could calculate the total CO2 production. Different from top-down approach, the activity-based method enable us the know the location CO2 emission of different moments, which could provide us the spatial and temporal distributions of the emission.  This is exactly the same as the estimation for the ship emission inventory. In my research, I will use the activity-based approach to estimate the marine emission inventory.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The coming question is how to estimate the MEI? In generally, there are two approaches. One is top-down method, and the other one is bottom up method. For top-down approach, it directly use fuel consumption records to estimate the emission amount. For bottom up approach, basically, it use ship activity data to estimate the emission. We could compare in this way: for example, we want to know how many CO2 are produced by us here. One method is the estimate the total change of CO2 amount in this room as whole; the other approach is to estimate the CO2 produced by different activities of individuals here and then sum up.  In the following 20 minutes,  you are just sitting, while I am standing here and speaking, the CO2 amount we produced are different. If we have the emission factors for our activities, then we could calculate the total CO2 production. Different from top-down approach, the activity-based method enable us the know the location CO2 emission of different moments, which could provide us the spatial and temporal distributions of the emission.  This is exactly the same as the estimation for the ship emission inventory. In my research, I will use the activity-based approach to estimate the marine emission inventory.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The coming question is how to estimate the MEI? In generally, there are two approaches. One is top-down method, and the other one is bottom up method. For top-down approach, it directly use fuel consumption records to estimate the emission amount. For bottom up approach, basically, it use ship activity data to estimate the emission. We could compare in this way: for example, we want to know how many CO2 are produced by us here. One method is the estimate the total change of CO2 amount in this room as whole; the other approach is to estimate the CO2 produced by different activities of individuals here and then sum up.  In the following 20 minutes,  you are just sitting, while I am standing here and speaking, the CO2 amount we produced are different. If we have the emission factors for our activities, then we could calculate the total CO2 production. Different from top-down approach, the activity-based method enable us the know the location CO2 emission of different moments, which could provide us the spatial and temporal distributions of the emission.  This is exactly the same as the estimation for the ship emission inventory. In my research, I will use the activity-based approach to estimate the marine emission inventory.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The coming question is how to estimate the MEI? In generally, there are two approaches. One is top-down method, and the other one is bottom up method. For top-down approach, it directly use fuel consumption records to estimate the emission amount. For bottom up approach, basically, it use ship activity data to estimate the emission. We could compare in this way: for example, we want to know how many CO2 are produced by us here. One method is the estimate the total change of CO2 amount in this room as whole; the other approach is to estimate the CO2 produced by different activities of individuals here and then sum up.  In the following 20 minutes,  you are just sitting, while I am standing here and speaking, the CO2 amount we produced are different. If we have the emission factors for our activities, then we could calculate the total CO2 production. Different from top-down approach, the activity-based method enable us the know the location CO2 emission of different moments, which could provide us the spatial and temporal distributions of the emission.  This is exactly the same as the estimation for the ship emission inventory. In my research, I will use the activity-based approach to estimate the marine emission inventory.
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Emission Factors

Engine Type Type PM10 PM2.5 NOx SOx CO HC

Slow T0 1.50 1.20 18.10 10.50 1.40 0.60
Slow T1 1.50 1.20 17.00 10.50 1.40 0.60
Slow T2 1.50 1.20 14.40 10.50 1.40 0.60

Medium T0 1.50 1.20 14.00 11.50 1.10 0.50
Medium T1 1.50 1.20 13.00 11.50 1.10 0.50
Medium T2 1.50 1.20 11.20 11.50 1.10 0.50

High T0 1.50 1.20 14.00 11.50 1.10 0.50
High T1 1.50 1.20 9.80 11.50 1.10 0.50
High T2 1.50 1.20 7.70 11.50 1.10 0.50

Baseline Emission Factors (HFO with 2.7% sulphur content)

Fuel (S%) PM10 PM25 NOx SOx CO HC
2.7 1 1 1 1 1 1

0.05 0.16 0.16 0.94 0.019 1 1
0.04 0.16 0.16 0.94 0.015 1 1

Fuel Correction Factors

𝑬𝑬𝑭𝑭 𝒇𝒇𝑶𝑶𝑬𝑬𝒇𝒇 = 𝑬𝑬𝑭𝑭 𝒃𝒃𝑭𝑭𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝒇𝒇𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬 × 𝑭𝑭𝑶𝑶𝑬𝑬𝒇𝒇 𝑪𝑪𝑬𝑬𝑾𝑾𝑾𝑾𝑬𝑬𝑭𝑭𝑶𝑶𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬 𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑶𝑶𝑬𝑬𝑾𝑾(𝒇𝒇𝑶𝑶𝑬𝑬𝒇𝒇)
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Presentation Notes
The coming question is how to estimate the MEI? In generally, there are two approaches. One is top-down method, and the other one is bottom up method. For top-down approach, it directly use fuel consumption records to estimate the emission amount. For bottom up approach, basically, it use ship activity data to estimate the emission. We could compare in this way: for example, we want to know how many CO2 are produced by us here. One method is the estimate the total change of CO2 amount in this room as whole; the other approach is to estimate the CO2 produced by different activities of individuals here and then sum up.  In the following 20 minutes,  you are just sitting, while I am standing here and speaking, the CO2 amount we produced are different. If we have the emission factors for our activities, then we could calculate the total CO2 production. Different from top-down approach, the activity-based method enable us the know the location CO2 emission of different moments, which could provide us the spatial and temporal distributions of the emission.  This is exactly the same as the estimation for the ship emission inventory. In my research, I will use the activity-based approach to estimate the marine emission inventory.
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Emission Factors
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